Limits of the dual-strategy hypothesis in an isometric plantar flexion contraction.
Movements have been described as being governed by a speed-sensitive (SS) or speed-insensitive (SI) strategy. The SS strategy is used when the subject controls, either explicitly or implicitly, movement speed or time. In contrast, the SI strategy is utilized when there is no intention or requirement to control movement speed. The different strategies demonstrate a specific relationship between torque trajectories and muscle activity. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of accuracy and force level on strategy selection. Ten healthy adults were instructed to generate isometric pulse contractions of the right soleus at 20%, 40%, and 60% of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) to reach five target sizes of percentage MVC (4%, 8%, 12%, 16%, 20%). The following results were observed: (1) there was no difference in time to peak force, peak dF/dt, slope of force, and electromyographic (EMG) measures between the 12%, 16%, and 20% target sizes; (2) differences were noted, however, between the 12%, 16%, and 20% targets and the smaller targets; (3) for the dependent measures there were significant differences between each force level. No difference between the larger targets implies that subjects do not need to implement a strategy and suggests an upper limit to the dual-strategy hypothesis. The difference between the smaller and larger targets and the difference between the force levels is indicative of an SS strategy. When asked to use different force levels, subjects controlled the rate of rise of force and regulated time to peak force. Between target sizes, force and time were modulated equally.